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demonstration to my account of these ancient inhabitants of the

world; but it ought, at the same time, to give me a great collection

of laws, and of relations not less demonstrable, thus forming a body
of new laws to which the whole animal kingdom could not fail to find

itself subject."
*

"When the sight of a few bones inspired me, more than twenty

years ago, with the idea of applying the general laws of comparative

anatomy to the reconstruction and determination of fossil species;
when I began to perceive that these species were not quite perfectly

represented by those of our days, which resembled them the most-I

no longer doubted that I trod upon a soil filled with spoils more

extraordinary than any I had yet seen, and that I was destined to

bring to light entire races unknown to the present world, and which

had been buried for incalculable ages at great depths in the earth.

"I had not yet given any attention to the published notices of

these 'bones, by naturalists who made no pretension to the recognition
of their species. To M. Vaurin, however, I owe the first intimation

of the existence of these bones, with which the gypsum-quarries swarm.

Some specimens which he 'brought me one day struck me with

astonishment; I learned, with all the interest the discovery could

inspire me with, that this industrious and zealous collector had

already furnished some of them to other collectors. Received by
these amateurs with politeness, I found in their collections much to

confirm my hopes and heighten my curiosity. From that time I

searched in all the quarries with great care for other bones, offering
such rewards to the workmen as might awaken their attention. I

soon got together more than had ever been previously collected, and

after a, few years I had nothing to desire in the shape of materials.

But it was otherwise with their arrangement, and with the recon

struction of the skeleton, which could alone lead to any just idea of

the species.
"From the first moment of discovery I perceived that, in these

remains, the species were numerous. Soon afterwards I saw that

they belonged to many genera, and that the species of the different'

genera were nearly the same size, so that size was likely rather to

hinder than aid me. Mine was the case of a man to whom had been

given at random the mutilated and imperfect remains of some

hundreds of skeletons belonging to twenty sorts of animals; it was

necessary that each bone should find itself alongside that to which it

ought to be connected: it was almost like a small resurrection, and I
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